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poetry

Todd Sanders lives in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where he works as a graphic designer, poet 
and translator. In 1999 he formed the Air and Nothingness Press (aanpress.com) to facilitate 
the publishing of  his translations of  French Surrealist poet Robert Desnos. To date he has 
published five books of  translations by Desnos - The Circle and The Star (2000), The Secret Book For 
Youki (2001), Calixto (2004), Mythmaking (2006), and Voyage in Burgundy (2008). He also has two 
previously published collections of  his own poetry - Underland (1997) and Lack River (1998). 
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• To encourage students to participate in the 
cultural opportunities that exist in the city of 
Pittsburgh and on the University campus in 
order to develop in them the habit of active 
involvement with the arts, both as participants 
and as members of audiences so that they 
will become sophisticated consumers and 
supporters of the arts; 

• To extend the concept of the University’s 
campus to encompass the larger Pittsburgh 
community in order to take advantage of the 
rich resources that are available in the area; 

• To assist in the recruitment and retention of 
students by the University through marketing 
the rich cultural resources and the high 
quality of life that exist in the region;

• To support the arts organizations on campus 
and in the city by developing audiences for 
their productions and events.
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Jane Callomon Arkus spent 40-plus years in 
the marketing communications business, retiring 
in the 1990s as vice-president, senior creative 
director of Burson-Marsteller, an international 
agency with offices in Pittsburgh. Over years of 
promoting a vast range of products and services, 
perhaps her greatest satisfaction was her pro 
bono work for the arts, which is how she first 
met Leon Arkus and took on a second career: 
Museum Wife.

Day’s end meant many a breathless change from 
business suit to little black dress, followed by a 
mad dash to stand and greet guests on the Scaife 
foyer’s granite floors. Through the highs and the 
lows, the aching feet and late nights, she saw her 
life with Leon Arkus as one joyous, adventure-
filled journey.

Jane and Leon Arkus on their honeymoon 
in St. Martin, West Indies, 1971 

“A good art museum building is one that creates a friendly environment for looking at 
art...Here there are no intrusive artifices of architecture nor, we hope, of installation. 
The art comes forward, unembellished, with all the life the artist gave it.” Leon Arkus, 
Director, Carnegie Museum of Art, 1974, at the opening of the Scaife Gallery.

Excerpts from letters to Leon Arkus on his retirement in May, 1980.

“My definition of a great client is someone who is highly spiritual and at the same time 
down to earth, very imaginative yet very factual, open to new ideas and yet meticulous 
about detail, freewheeling and at the same time downright fussy. When an architect 
gets a client like that he does his very best. And with luck, the result is not only a great 
building but a great friendship.” 
Edward Larrabee Barnes, architect of the Scaife Gallery, Carnegie Museum of Art

“…it comes down to a question of ‘eye,’ the one question that can never show up in 
curricula vitae or current biography. But it certainly shows up on the walls of Pittsburgh 
and in the new building of which some of these walls are a part.” 
 J. Carter Brown, Director, National Gallery of Art

“There are times when I get extremely discouraged. Your encouragement carries me back 
to the joy (of making art). Since our first conversation, your generosity of time, your 
perspective, your positive attitude…make me believe that maybe someday I won’t have 
every piece of my work in my own collection!” 
Diane Samuels, artist, a Leon Arkus protégée 

“What has happened to the Museum of Art in recent years under your direction has quite 
literally taken my breath away…It is your ‘eye’ that has made the greatest difference. You 
have never allowed the multitudinous other responsibilities of a director to obscure the 
paramount importance of the growth and importance of 
the permanent collection. It is this emphasis of yours that 
has helped make Pittsburgh today a major center of art.” 
John Walker, Director Emeritus, National Gallery of Art

How did a CCNY Depression dropout – 
a young man with no clear direction in life 
– wind up as director of an internationally 
known American art museum? Leon Arkus’ 
path took twists and turns that were, to say the 
least, unorthodox, and entirely unpredictable. 

He became, in rough order, a theatre impresario, 
too young (legally) to have signed a New York 
theatre lease; personnel manager of an overseas 
construction crew; builder/manager of the world-
model armed forces radio station; photography 
director/editor, and, for brief interludes, talent 
representative and gallery manager. Along the way 
he crossed paths with a vivid assortment of public 
figures - heads of state, ambassadors, generals, 
performers, collectors, historians, curators, artists.

All of this led to what he felt he was meant to do: 
Live a life in art. An unlikely story, served up in 
his own words, with spirit, humor and humanity.

The memoirs of Leon A. Arkus
Director, Carnegie Museum of Art (1969-1980)

an accidental life

biography - pittsburgh

Leon A. Arkus, 1915-1999
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CRIME FICTION FOR THE 21st CENTURY
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MURDALAND

FALL
WINTER

SCOTT PHILLIPS

VICKI HENDRICKS 

JAYNE ANNE PHILLIPS 

HArrY HUNSICKER

AND MORE...

A renegade Dallas cop embarks on a series of brutal robberies for perhaps the 
worst reason in the history of American crime writing.  
 
A remorseless killer returns to New York’s Chinatown in the touching belief that 
all has been forgotten.

A New Orleans stripper finds herself in a contemporary fairytale, complete with 
identical twins, a luxurious palace and an unimaginably sleazy prince.
 
A Puerto Rican hitman leaves jail but, try as he might, is unable to settle down 
to a quiet life of dominoes and freshly cooked chicharrones with his beloved 
grandmother.
  
Oh, no -- must be the fetid stench of MURDALAND!  

Inside find pages upon pages of finely crafted, gruesome, original crime fiction 
and literary noir by a cadre of truly gifted and warped authors. 

Adding a much needed element of moral decency to the loathsome proceedings 
are a savvy bit of reportage from a National Guard officer preparing to deploy to 
Iraq and a novel excerpt from the acclaimed Jayne Anne Phillips.  
 
Then, alas, it’s back to disease-carrying rodents, smirking crime reporters, 
loudmouth barroom drunks, young punks in prison, loose women, pathetic 
excuses for men and just all manner of shameful foul ugliness.  

Welcome to MURDALAND.
 

DARK TALES FOR TAWDRY TIMES.

Anonymous  R. Narvaez
Don Carpenter   Jayne Anne Phillips
Henry Chang  Scott Phillips
Vicki Hendricks  Rupert Wondolowski
Harry Hunsicker  Rudolph Wurlitzer

issue2cover.indd   1 9/4/07   12:33:14 PM
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PETER SCHICKELE (B. 1935)
1-3.  SERENADE FOR THREE (1992) 
   I. DANCES 5’23” 
   II. SONGS 3’47” 
   III. VARIATIONS 3’12” 

ARAM KHACHATURIAN (1903-1978)
4-6.  TRIO FOR CLARINET, VIOLIN AND PIANO (1932) 
  I. ANDANTE CON DOLORE, 
             CON MOLT’ ESPRESSIONE 4’23” 
  II. ALLEGRO 4’13” 
  III.MODERATO 6’56” 

DARIUS MILHAUD (1892-1974) 
7-10. SUITE FOR VIOLIN, CLARINET, PIANO OP.157B (1936) 
  I. OUVERTURE: VIF ET GAI 1’39” 
  II. DIVERTISSEMENT: ANIMÉ 3’31” 
  III. JEU: VIF 1’49” 
  IV. INTRODUCTION ET FINALE: MODÉRÉ. VIF 5’28” 

ASTOR PIAZZOLLA (1921-1992) 
11.  OBLIVION (1984) 3’43” 
12.  OTOÑO PORTEÑO (1965-1970) 5’39”

TOTAL PLAYING TIME: 49’40” 

RECORDED AT PATRYCH SOUND STUDIOS 
(BRONX, NY) IN AUGUST, 2011
EDITED AND MASTERED BY ALEXEY GOROKHOLINSKY 
PHOTO CREDIT: MICHAEL SHANE
CD DESIGN BY LOCUSGRAPHIC.COM

Welcome to a whirlwind tour of the world on the wings of 20th-century music, with 
stops in New York, Moscow, Buenos Aires, and Paris (by way of Rio de Janeiro). The 
trio made up of violin, clarinet, and piano, now an established chamber formation, is a 
distinctly 20th-century phenomenon (the viola-clarinet-piano trio has a much longer 
history with works by Mozart, Schumann and others). The first composer to use the 
present combination was probably Igor Stravinsky, who made an arrangement of 
his Histoire du soldat for these three instruments in 1919. The four composers on the 
present CD exploited the myriad possibilities of this most versatile trio in exciting and 
multifarious ways.
   One of the first violin-clarinet-piano trios to establish itself on the international 
concert scene, the Verdehr Trio, has commissioned many works to enlarge the available 
repertoire. Serenade for Three (1992) by Peter Schickele (b. 1935) became one of the 
most successful of these commissions. Here Schickele, the “father” of P.D.Q. Bach, 
displays his stylistic virtuosity and his wicked sense of humor in a slightly more serious 
context. Yet the primary purpose of this music is to have fun—fun playing and fun 
listening. Schickele’s abundant melodic and rhythmic imagination unfolds In three 
movements: “Dances,” “Songs,” and “Variations,” with some memorable jazzy moments 
in the finale.

Aram Khachaturian (1903-1978) wrote his Trio in 1932 while still a student of Nikolai 
Myaskovsky’s at the Moscow Conservatory. Born in Tbilisi, Georgia to an Armenian 
family, Khachaturian brought the musical voice of the Caucasus to the Russian music 
scene, and did so with an immediate and resounding success. When Myaskovsky 
showed the score of the trio to his best friend, Sergei Prokofiev, who was visiting 
Moscow, Prokofiev requested a copy and arranged to have the work performed in Paris, 
thereby helping launch the young composer’s career.
   The folk melodies upon which the work is based are treated with great originality 
and virtuosity; the slow first movement is distinguished by a brilliant ornamentations 
and innovative harmonies. After a few energetic measures of Allegro setting the tone, 
the second movement is a set of variations on a lyrical theme, fluctuating in tempo and 
character; the initial Allegro returns at the end. The final movement is again in variation 
form but on a more ambitious scale; the opening dance melody undergoes even more 
extensive changes and many contrasting moods are introduced. Following a wild 
“Prestissimo” variation, the music unexpectedly calms down for a quiet and
 subdued ending.

THE PRIMA TRIO was founded in 2004 while its members were studying at the Oberlin 
Conservatory of Music in Ohio.
   The Trio triumphed at the 2007 Fischoff Chamber Music Competition, winning the 
coveted Grand Prize (out of no fewer than 137 entries from across the country and 
around the world) as well as the Gold Medal in the Senior Division. In addition, the 
Prima Trio was awarded a Midwest Winner’s Tour and a European début at Italy’s Emilia 
Romagna Festival, as well as a total of $10,500 in prize money. The final round and grand-
prize winner’s concert were held at the DeBartolo Performing Arts Center on the campus 
of the University of Notre Dame in Indiana. 
   In recent seasons the trio has appeared on the “Junge Elite” (Young Elite) Series of 
Festspiele Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (Germany), the Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts and the Oakton Chamber Music Series in Washington D.C., made a Chicago début 
on the Music in the Loft series, returned to Washington, DC with two concerts on the 
prestigious Dumbarton Oaks series, made their Los Angeles début with three concerts on 
the prestigious Da Camera Society series, and performed at the Athenaeum in La Jolla, 
CA; the Dayton Art Institute, and CityMusic Columbus. They have given over one hundred 
concerts across the USA (including over fifty in the 2012-13 season alone)

BORIS ALLAKHVERDYAN

Armenian clarinetist Boris Allakhverdyan was appointed Associate Principal Clarinet of 
the Kansas City Symphony in 2009. He is also Principal Clarinet of the Colorado Music 
Festival and Britt Festival Orchestras. First-prize winner of the Hellam Competition, the 
Tuesday Musical Competition, and the Oberlin Concerto Competition, Boris has appeared 
as a soloist with Springfield Symphony Orchestra, Chamber Orchestra Kremlin and 
the Oberlin Chamber Orchestra. He has also performed with the Cleveland Orchestra, 
participated in the Lucerne Festival Academy (under the direction of Pierre Boulez) and 
the Norfolk Chamber Music Festival (Yale School of Music). His principal teachers include 
Franklin Cohen, Richard Hawkins, Rafael Bagdasarian and Valery Allakhverdyan. Boris 
frequently tours as a guest artist with internationally acclaimed chamber ensembles 
including the St. Petersburg and La Catrina String Quartets. He has performed as a soloist 
and with orchestras in Russia, Germany, Denmark, Venezuela, Switzerland and the USA. 
www.borisallakhverdyan.com

Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) made his contribution to the clarinet-violin-piano repertoire 
in 1936. At this point, it had been almost twenty years since the French master had 
returned from his stint in the diplomatic service that had taken him to Brazil, but the 
memories were still very fresh. The light-hearted four-movement work is filled with Latin 
echoes. The lively (and rhythmically ambiguous) opening movement is followed by a 
more relaxed and eminently melodious “Divertissement,” an animated violin-clarinet 
duo entitled “Jeu,” and a finale whose majestic introduction, in 5/4 time, is the only 
really serious moment in the piece. Hilarity soon returns, however, as Milhaud introduces 
a dance melody in a quick 6/8 meter, to bring the work to its understated, but still 
cheerful, conclusion.

Astor Piazzolla (1921-92) was a musician like no other:  he had the Argentine tango 
in his blood, but he spent a large part of his youth in New York City and absorbed 
the influence of modern classics such as Stravinsky and Bartók as a young man.  He 
achieved fame as one of the foremost tangueros in Buenos Aires, playing in bars and 
clubs; yet at the same time he studied privately with Alberto Ginastera (1916-83), the 
most brilliant “classical” composer in the country, and later with the legendary Nadia 
Boulanger in Paris.
   Oblivion, one of Piazzolla’s most popular tunes, was originally part of a soundtrack 
composed in 1984 for an Italian film adaptation of Luigi Pirandello’s drama Henri IV. 
Piazzolla wrote Las Cuatro Estaciones Porteñas (“The Four Seasons of Buenos Aires”), 
from which the “Otoño” (“Autumn”) movement is recorded here, between 1965 
and 1970. The work paid homage to Vivaldi from the vantage point of the southern 
hemisphere, where Christmas is in the summer. He wove motifs from Vivaldi’s Four 
Seasons into his music at the most unexpected places, creating a symbolic encounter 
between two great composers across ages and continents.
   Both Piazzolla works on this CD were arranged by clarinetist Boris Allakhverdyan. 
 

Program notes by Peter Laki

Prima Trio would like to specially thank Ms. Garna Muller for the generous support in 
release of this album. The Trio would also like to thank and acknowledge the following: 
Peter Laki for the wonderful program notes; Stefan Bauni, for providing his violin for this 
recording; Melissa Craig and family, as well as Maria Uspenski for their support in making 
of this recording.

GULIA GUREVICH 

Born to one of Uzbekistan’s most distinguished musical families, Gulrukh (“Gulia”) 
Gurevich made her solo début with the Uzbekistan National Symphony Orchestra at 
the age of 14 and her conducting début at the age of 15. Gulia moved to the USA as a 
teenager to study at the Interlochen Arts Academy. After graduating with honors she 
enrolled at Indiana University, where she received her Diploma. She also holds a Bachelor 
of Music degree from the Oberlin Conservatory, and has won many prizes, awards and 
scholarships in the USA as well as abroad. 
   Gulia has performed with the Boston, Indianapolis, Fort Wayne and Charleston 
Symphonies, among others, and in many music festivals including Tangelwood, Spoleto, 
Colorado College Summer Music and the American Institute of Musical Studies in Graz, 
Austria. In her current home of NYC, she frequently performs in Carnegie and Merkin 
Halls and is a sought after violin teacher. 

ANASTASIA DEDIK 

St. Petersburg, Russia native Anastasia Dedik graduated from the St. Petersburg 
Conservatory and continued her education in the USA at the Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music and the Juilliard School. She performed at Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, Kennedy 
Center, St. Petersburg Philharmonic, San Remo Festival in Italy, NDR Radio and TV, ABC 
Television.  
   Anastasia is a prize winner at 14 international piano competitions, including Russian 
International Piano Competition in San Jose, CA, the Cliburn Institute/Piano Texas 
Concerto Competition, Bösendorfer International Piano Competition, Asti International 
and the Pietro Argento International Piano Competitions in Italy. Anastasia’s solo 
début CD recording was released in 2008 by GPM Records, Italy and her second solo 
album will be released in 2013. Anastasia is the founder and artistic director of “Russian 
Heritage Piano Competition”. 
   In addition to her intensive concert career Anastasia has been featured on ABC 
Television this year playing on “Law and Order” and other TV shows.
   Anastasia Dedik resides in New York City and is on faculty at Mahanaim School of 
Music and The Juilliard School. www.anastasiadedik.com
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come and enjoy 
World Class Music in the 

Heart of Vermont 
in an acoustically superior hall while taking in 

the scenic beauty of the Green Mountains 

Please visit our website to learn more about Artists & Programs,
the fine lodgings available in Central Vermont, as well as to find 

directions to each of our events. Also visit us on Facebook, “like” us 
and let your friends know you are - All about Community!

www.cvcmf.org

In partnership with 
Chandler Center for the Arts 

and our media sponsor22ND ANNUAL Series of Chamber Music Concerts
Central Vermont Chamber Music Festival
August 11th - 24th, 2014
Chandler Music Hall - Randolph, Vermont

w o r l d  c l a s s  m u s i c  i n  t h e  h e a r t  o f  v e r m o n t

More Concerts and 
Special Events

On the Air

Thursday, August 14th at 7:00 pm 
Violin Master Class 
with festival artist Arturo Delmoni
featuring young, local violin players, in coordination with 
the Vermont Youth Orchestra - Jeffrey Domoto, Conductor

Chandler Music Hall
Free Admission

Sunday, August 17th at 11:00 am and 12:30 pm
4th Annual Breakfast with Bach (and friends)
Brandenburg Concerto #3 in G Major, BWV 1048
Vivaldi Concerto for Two Cellos in G Minor, RV 531 
Food provided by the Three Bean Cafe of Randolph
Chander Upper Gallery and Bethany Church
with Vermont Youth Orchestra artists, Jeffrey Domoto, Conductor

Breakfast: $8.00 (11:00 am - Esther Mesh Room in Chandler’s Upper Gallery)
Concert: Goodwill Offering at the door (12:30 pm - Bethany Church)
Info: 802.728.6464

Sunday, August 17th at 4:00 pm
An Encore Performance: 
2+2=3 Music for violin, cello and piano
Presented by Pentangle Council on the Arts
Woodstock Unitarian Universalist Church
7 Church Street
Tickets & Info: 802.457.3981    www.pentanglearts.org  
Admission by Donation

Thursday, August 21st at 7:00 pm 
Open Rehearsal
Chandler Music Hall
Free Admission 

Friday, August 22nd at 7:00 pm 
Friday Night in the Gallery
a new approach to a festival concert
Jeremiah McLane and Annemieke Spoelstra
Accordion & Piano
Chandler Music Hall - Downstairs Gallery
Free Admission/Goodwill Offering

“The Central Vermont Chamber Music Festival has 
once again proven itself as one of the state’s finest”  

Jim Lowe — The Times Argus, VT

Saturday, August 23rd at 7:00 pm
A SPECIAL CONCERT FOR KIDS
Explore the music of Respighi with VPR’s Opera Host, 
Peter Fox Smith and CVCMF musicians. Come enjoy this 
45 minute concert and then share in an Ice Cream Social 
with Peter Fox Smith and all the festival artists.
Chandler Music Hall
Tickets - $6.00

Made possible in part by a generous grant from the Lamson-Howell Foundation

For Kids

Saturday, August 9th at 11:00 am
Hear the CVCMF in a special broadcast 
hosted by Peter Fox Smith on VPR Classical 

Sunday, August 10th at 10:00 am 
Hear the CVCMF on Vermont Notes
with Linda Radtke on WCVT 101.7FM

Friday, August 15th at 11:00 am 
Hear the CVCMF live with Walter Parker
on VPR Classical

Concert Series
at Chandler Music Hall

August 16th at 8:00 pm
2 + 2 = 3
Music for violin, cello and piano
Tartini, Rachmaninoff, Smetana

Delmoni, Sanders, Lin

August 24th at 4:00 pm
Matinee Concert
Quartets, more or less...
Music for strings and voice
Beethoven, Kodály, Respighi, Debussy

Danilow, Maurer, Porfiris, Sanders, Drysdale

Tickets: Chandler Box Office
802.728.6464
Chandler Music Hall is wheelchair accessible
Artists and programs subject to change



15th century Guillaume de Machaut 
 Anonymous 

16th century Arnolt Schlick

17th century William Byrd 
 John Bull 
 Orlando Gibbons
 Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck
 Girolamo Frescobaldi

18th century Domenico Scarlatti 
 François Couperin 
 J. S. Bach

19th century Ludwig van Beethoven 
 Muzio Clementi 
 John Field 

20th century Béla Bartók
 Ferruccio Busoni
 Claude Debussy 
 Charles Ives
 Leo Janáãek 
 Sergei Rachmaninoff 
 Maurice Ravel 
 Arnold Schoenberg  
 Aleksandr Scriabin 
 Igor Stravinsky 

21st century Commissioned Works

Jonathan Wentworth Associates, Ltd.
914.667.0707 • 301.277.8205 (MD)
www.Jwentworth.com

Pianist  
Katherine Chi

Pianist Katherine Chi will tour a new program, Tree of Wizards, in the 
2010/2011 season. 

In celebration of 2010 and the new decade, Katherine Chi will be presenting 
a recital program and a new 2-CD set to be issued in 2011 that encompasses 
and illuminates virtuosic keyboard playing across the centuries. 

Looking back through a lens of approximately one hundred years – 1910, 
1810, 1710, 1610, 1510 and 1410 – Katherine Chi will perform seminal 
works that highlight innovation and musical development of each century. 
Taking this journey into the 21st century, she will premiere specially commis-
sioned compositions for the 2010/2011 season.

Tree of
Wizards Pianist  

Katherine Chi

Tree of
Wizards
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Conductors
Michael Butterman
Andrew Constantine
William Henry Curry
Francesco Lecce-Chong
Philip Mann
Andrew Parrott
Aziz Shokhakimov
Vladimir Verbitsky
 
Pianists
Sheng Cai
Ilya Itin
Yakov Kasman
André Laplante
Michael Lewin
Christopher Taylor
Yael Weiss

Instrumentalists/Vocalists
Igor Begelman clarinet
Dmitri Berlinsky violin
Mark Kaplan violin
Rosa Lamoreaux soprano
Clancy Newman cello
Jason Vieaux guitar
 
Ensembles
Carducci Quartet
Dali Quartet
Fry Street Quartet
Gallery Voices
International Chamber Soloists
New Zealand String Quartet
Nordic Voices
Jason Vieaux & Julien Labro
Weiss-Kaplan-Stumpf Trio
 
Special Projects
A Broadway Romance
The Crossroads Project - 
on global sustainability

Jwentworth.com

... and more



Photo credit: Wendy Benner

Baroque Band, the superb period instrument orchestra, gives exciting performances 
that emerge from the best of baroque scholarship while leaving stuffy attitudes behind. 
The group has won high praise for performances at home, on tour and on disc that take 
a fresh look at the baroque era, including sold-out performances at Symphony Center 
(home of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra), and at its back-to-back engagements at 
the Ravinia Festival. 

Now celebrating its sixth season, this exciting young ensemble has given acclaimed 
performances for festivals and concert series on tour from California to the mid-Atlantic 
states. The core ensemble of 15 instrumentalists is in active collaboration with Chicago 
Opera Theater, and is ensemble in residence at both the Music Institute of Chicago and 
at WFMT Radio, Baroque Band is reaching new audiences with innovative programming 
and educational outreach both live and online. Its debut CD, Biber’sMensa Sonora 
(meaning ‘Harmonious Table’) has drawn international praise from Fanfare Magazine 
“excellent, urgently recommended” and “a highly effective blend of subtlety and 
precision. Truly delicious!” from The WholeNote.

The list of renowned soloists who have appeared with Baroque Band include sopranos 
Dame Emma Kirkby and Lucy Crowe, acclaimed counter tenor Iestyn Davies, and 
equally-renowned, Grammy-nominated violinist Monica Huggett. Artistic Director Garry 
Clarke conducts from both the podium and from his violin, noted for his “riveting, cut-
to-the-bone performance, every note crackling with purpose and electricity” Washington 
Post. Clarke has created a series of artfully conceived programs, including in 2010 
“Angels & Demons”, in 2011 “Adventures Through the Looking Glass”, and in 2012, 
while launching a baroque choral ensemble, a lively array of programs inspired by 
classic movies. 

“Clarke’s group served the music well with lucid textures, 
clear articulation and taut lines.... Some conductors use 
fast speeds to heighten expression. Not Clarke. The sense 
of rightness to his generally moderate tempos came 
from an easy rhythmic spring that never sounded rushed. 
Such naturalness carried over to the score’s recitatives, 
performed with suitably temperate feeling, and tastefully 
discreet vocal ornamentation.” Chicago Tribune

“Instrumental pieces by Henry Purcell, William Lawes, 
Matthew Locke and other British Baroque luminaries 
proved to be delightful discoveries, thanks to the acoustical 
and physical proximity of the players, not to mention their 
crisp, spirited playing....Director Garry Clarke also is British, 
and a fine violinist at that.” 
Chicago Tribune

“Until gondolas cruise down the Chicago River, Baroque 
Band is the closest thing the city has to Vivaldi’s Venice.” 
Chicago Classical Music

Jonathan Wentworth Associates, Ltd.
10 Fiske Place, Suite 530 • Mt. Vernon, NY 10550-3205
914.667.0707 • 301.277.8205 (Maryland Office)
office@Jwentworth.com • mjws@Jwentworth.com
www.Jwentworth.com

BAROQUE BAND SMALL ENSEMBLE

“Here’s what you need to know about Baroque Band: they are 
immensely talented, vastly imaginative, and genuinely fun.”  
ChicagoClassicalMusic.org

“crisp, spirited playing”  Chicago Tribune

“The performances had the style, verve, fine balances and unstuffy 
scholarship audiences have come to expect from Clarke and his dozen 
period-instrument colleagues”  Chicago Classical Review

“Baroque Band’s is the most successful in capturing the spirit of 
this unusual and innovative music [Battalia]…. An excellent, urgently 
recommended debut disc.”  Fanfare Magazine

“By any standard this is an excellent performance for a period-
instrument group.... A fine disc.”  Classics Today

“[Clark] led his band from his fiddle with a strong sense of how strings 
work, and his players seemed sophisticated and disciplined. His 
interpretations tended to be very straightforward and brisk, and he 
preferred the music to speak for itself.”   San Francisco Classical Voice

“Baroque Band isn’t marketed as a cloistered guild of stuffy academics. 
Thursday’s program of music culled from the court of Charles II around 
the 1660’s was dubbed “Charlie’s Angels” (a subset of the season’s 
theme, “Angels and Demons”), and the stellar quality of the music 
and its presentation made one envy the cultivated monarch, if not the 
lowbrow 70’s TV recluse”.  Chicago Classical Review

Garry Clarke - Artistic Director
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NORDIC VOICES

“Such mesmerizing talent is rare.... the group’s astonishing range of sonic vocabulary... thrilled the 
senses and sent an emotional message no listener could miss” The Washington Post

“...the group charged the evening with entirely unaccompanied singing 
no less than extraordinary – even far beyond the basic yardstick 
measurements. Intonation? Impeccable. Ensemble? Unfailing precision 
in phrasing, dynamics, color – everything finely tuned for a succession of 
works ever-changing in style and expressive meaning.” Washington Post 

“...the richness of the Nordic Voices flooded the immensity of the 
concert hall (...) left everyone in the audience with the perfect blend of 
sensations reminiscent of this emotional experience, a mixture as varied 
and delightful as the evening’s performance...” The China Post, Taipei

“ringing, clear timbres and an impressive blend.” Gramophone

“Specialists in all kinds of vocal expression, this ensemble’s control of 
intonation and phrasing is absolute. Their default ensemble colour is 
warm and deep, though they do of course create a remarkable range of 
texture and timbre.” Music Web International

“All of the singers are very expressive and clearly have formidable 
techniques …. a very brilliant sheen to their tuning.” MusicalCriticism.com

“The singing was excellent, sharp as a knife, and the balance was beyond 
reproach.” Morgunbladid, Reykjavik, Iceland 

“clear, radiant performances, full of character, are vividly captured by 
the DSD recording... the music is sumptuously textured and elegantly 
phrased in these gorgeous realisations.” BBC Music Magazine

“The a cappella ensemble combined modality and atonality, and text-
setting styles ranging from the sublime to the delightfully ridiculous, 
into a seamless argument - that Scandinavian choral music is a beautiful 
world unto itself.” Birmingham News 

Jonathan Wentworth Associates, Ltd.
10 Fiske Place, Suite 530 • Mt. Vernon, NY 10550-3205
914.667.0707 • 301.277.8205 (Maryland Office)
office@Jwentworth.com • mjws@Jwentworth.com
www.Jwentworth.com

Nordic Voices is a six-voice a cappella ensemble 
acclaimed for the depth of its programming and its 
extraordinary vocal skills. Singing works from the 
medieval to the contemporary, their performance 
style is smart and stylish, incorporating a playful 
yet sophisticated approach to carefully crafted 
performances on stage and on disc.

From its inception, the group has been noted for 
the effect of its technically brilliant ensemble work. 
Making a quick sensation in international vocal circles 
and winning international prizes, Nordic Voices has 
become a leader of the a cappella art-form. The 
group’s programming revolves around themes, such 
as in text or historical elements. They bring the music 
to life in sometimes unexpected ways, plying a wide 
spectrum of musical expression, from plainchant 
to new works they have commissioned by leading 
Norwegian composers.

Based in Oslo, the group tours extensively, and has 
been heard in performance from London to Leipzig, 
New York to Vancouver, Toronto to Kyoto, South 
Africa to Spain. Throughout, they have stayed at the 
forefront of research into vocal art, exploring new 
ways to use the classically trained voice, including 
Mongolian overtone singing. And the international 
press has taken careful note of Nordic Voices’ 
program design and exciting work on stage: 

“Such mesmerizing talent is rare.... Whatever 
language, it was the group’s astonishing range of 
sonic vocabulary... that thrilled the senses and sent 
an emotional message no listener could miss” 
The Washington Post

The ensemble’s discography includes five CD releases: 
Sense and nonsense, (Gabrieli and Monteverdi to 
Stenhammar and Ligeti); Reges Terrae (from the 
Court of Charles V); Djonki Don (all Norwegian 
composers including Lasse Thoresen); Lamentations 
(Gesualdo, Palestrina, Victoria and Robert White); 
and Himmelkvad (Lasse Thoresen). 
   
Formed in 1996, Nordic Voices comprises six 
graduates from the Norwegian Academy of Music 
and the Norwegian Academy of Opera. In addition 
to their vocal expertise, the group’s members have a 
broad range of experience from choral conducting to 
teacher training and composition. 

www.nordicvoices.no

NORDIC VOICES
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The HAMMER OF THOR is a role playing 
fantasy boardgame for any number of 
players from 1 to 362. It recreates the 
personalities and adventures of Norse 
Mythology in a way no other game has 
ever done. Play evolves along two phases: 
adventure in the wilderness to gather 
your forces and RAGNAROK, the final 
battle between good and evil. The player 
who is on the winning side of this battle, 
who has the highest REPUTATION, wins 
the game. It is possible to recreate all of 
the Norse myths, but much more fun to 
rewrite them yourself while playing. There 
are over 600 cards which can be played 
in almost any sequence so the game will 
never play the same way twice.
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MINDEN GAMES

CRISIS
DIPLOMACY

LEAGUE OF 
NATIONS

BRITAIN
DIPLOMACY

STANCE

FRANCE
MOBILIZED

RHINELAND

FRANCE
NOT MOBILIZED

GERMANY

 1936OCCUPATION OF THE RHINELAND
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PRO-BRITAIN
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LEVERAGE

6 6 9 -3
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BRITAIN  BC 15”

RENOWN

6 8 10 -4
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GERMANY  BC 11”

GNEISENAU
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ITALY  BB 15”

LITTORIO

3 4 11 0
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FRANCE  CL 6”

BETIN

4 4 10 -1
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JAPAN  CA 8”

NACHI

6 8 6 -5
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USA  BB 14”

PENNSYLVANIA

enkhelion

8

caer-chansen
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alnheim
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ammun-qa among the trees

12

fellspire
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